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Chepstow Castle - West (Barbican) Gatetower.

Fig. 1. Chepstow castle from the east. At the top of the photograph is the well-defended Upper Barbican with the early
1270s? (Perks) or mid 1290s, three-storey gatetower top right, and the three-storey 1240s SW angle tower to its left.
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Fig. 2. Chepstow Castle. Barbican gate from the west.© RCAHM(W). Reproduced under licence. Photo c. 1950s.
The height of the gatetower from ditch to corbel table is 16.2m (53 ft). Add c. 2m for the lost battlements.

Chepstow Castle - Upper Barbican
Architecturally there is something for everybody
at Chepstow, and all of it of great interest and
importance. In fact, Chepstow castle is probably
the most varied and interesting castle in Wales.
According to J. C. Perks (1955, 1967), the tall
rectangular Upper Barbican gate, was one of the
first construction projects under Roger Bigod III’s
ownership (1270-1306). Despite the absence of
documentation, Perks suggested c. 1272 for the
gatetower, inserting, or appending it to a modest,
simpler gate in the curtain when the barbican was
first constructed and competed in the 1240s by the
sons of William Marshal (figs. 1, 2).
The 1950s RCAHM(W) photograph is basically as
we see it today (less the wooden bridge over the
rock-cut ditch). The top section in the lighter
shade is due to MoW re-pointing rather than
indicating a heightening of the tower. The section
of walling, near distance, on the right, has also
disappeared. The wooden door complete with its
wicket gate has also been replaced by a sturdier
metal barrier, today noticeable by its unsightly
graffiti. Access to this part of the castle necessi-

tates a pleasant walk outside the castle, along
the Dell, following the line of the south curtain,
and then following the path around to the right
by the SW angle curtain tower. For the Perks’
proposed 1270-80 date, a rectangular tower,
added by one of the most powerful and influential barons in the land, Roger Bigod, comes as a
surprise, as this was the era of rounded forms;
from 1190s to the 1240s, six round or D-shaped
towers had been added at Chepstow and they
would continue with the D-shaped Martens
Tower, built by Roger Bigod from c. 1287-1293.¹
Nor was the West Barbican gate a gatehouse in
the full sense of the word. Either side of the
entrance was thick solid walling. The only cham¹ Note that whilst construction of the Upper Barbican
gatetower between 1272 and 1282 has been
suggested (Perks, 1967, Turner 2006, 117), Neil Ludlow
suggests, pers. comm. that the fully oilletted ‘Clare’type loops, and the close resemblance between the
gatehouse and Roger Bigod’s work on the Great Tower
at the castle, including the corbel tabling, may point to
a rather later date between 1293 and 1298 (see Turner
2006, 167-8).
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Fig. 3. Jacob Millerd’s map of Chepstow, 1686. It shows the castle, town and full extent of the town
walls. The earliest known representation of the castle. ©Gwent Record Office (now Gwent Archives).

bers were small functional rectangular rooms,
one above the other directly over the gate passage, the first to house the drawbridge and
portcullis mechanisms, and the room above that
a fighting gallery accessed via the curtain wallwalk. The dimensions of the gatetower were:
from ditch to corbel level - 53 ft (16.2 m), plus an
extra 6ft (2m) for the lost battlements. By comparison the height of the Queen’s Gate at Caernarfon (built c. 1285+), relative to the road level
to the east is 33m. Of course the elevated height
of the Queen’s Gate is due in no small measure
to the fact that the gate sits on the motte top,
boosting its commanding height by another 15
metres. The actual height from the gate passage
floor to battlements is about the same as Chepstow. Compare the south dam barbican at Caerphilly with its gatehouse (1290s? Hislop 2020,
103-105), a D-shaped angle /salient tower
(known as Giffard’s Tower - RCAHM(W) Later
Castles - Vol. 3 97 & fig. 50) and the square
Felton’s tower, all dated to c. 1268-72. Giffard’s
Tower (1270s) was open-backed like the earlier
Chepstow SW tower. Other gatetower heights
can be calculated from Toy, 1965 - Harlech, King’s
Gate, Caernarfon; Middle Gate, Caerphilly. Late
13th century square gatetowers are few and far

between - e. g. Manorbier - post 1260s? (King &
Perks 1970, 104-6), Roscommon, and Liscarroll,
Co. Cork (CSGJ 32, 2018-19, 75).²
Of special interest is the shape of the rectangular
tower. Its north and south piers are solid until
over the top arch. The photogrammetric views
(Figs. 4 -5) indicate that the sides extraordinarily
flare out in a gentle concave widening curve there is no defined angle between the base batter
and the facade and its geometry is virtually
unique. The tower was added to ostensibly beef
up the western defences, adding meurtrières,
machicolation, portcullis, and (1290s+) a reconfigured drawbridge. As the ground beyond the
tower and ditch continues to rise naturally to the
west and south, it would be militarily logical to
erect a heightened tower to better command the
ground. The ground rises from about 100ft (30m)
ASL to about 200ft (60m) ASL within 300m distance of the gate. So we can probably say that
height was a factor in securing a defensive advantage. The gentle curvature of the tower, both
² One could also mention a group of castles in Cornwall
by Richard of Cornwall or his son Edmund - Restormel,
and Trematon. Plus Okehampton and Totnes. Square
principal gatehouses were the norm in late 13thcentury Cornwall.
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Figs. 4, 5. Photogrammetric elevations of the Upper Gatehouse: West elevation left; south elevation right.
© Cadw; www.cadw.wales.gov.uk, 2006. Below: Figs. 6, 7. Similar views today. Fig. 6. courtesy of Neil
Ludlow. Recent vegetation growth over the last 10 years now renders a photograph like this impossible.
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ABOVE: Fig. 8. George Cumberland (1754-1848), © Trustees of the British Museum, 1848,1209.10. Early 19th
century. Abstract view of the Upper Barbican from the south. Bridge or lime kilns? See Turner & Johnson fig 194.
BELOW:. Fig. 9. Barbican Gatetower by amateur artist C. C. Scott, etched by Elizabeth Stockdale Wilkinson,
courtesy of Rare Old Prints, ref P/26853, c. 1820s.
A stone bridge? The interest in these two paintings lay in the twin-arched stone bridge? giving access to the
gatetower. It is uncertain when (and if) the stone bridge was removed (unless it was added by the imagination
of the artists) - Most plans show the remaining stubs of two bridge abutments only.
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lateral and transverse can also possibly be seen
in the low outer walls of the concentric defences
at Caerphilly, and, very casually, perhaps not
even by design, along the outer wall of the
‘Gallery’ at Chepstow that runs along the north
side parallel and adjacent to the great tower.
This might be a late 13th century addition thought
to be by Roger Bigod rather than the Marshals.
Roman Caerleon
In addition there was possibly some degree of
symbolism brought into play through the resonant
association of Roman historical remains and legendary memories, aimed at bolstering the Bigod
legitimacy as heirs to the early Roman colonising
legacy. Excavations at Caerleon, the headquarters
of the Second Augustan Legion, have demonstrated the existence of a tetrapylon - a four-way
arch - at the centre of the Roman fortress. Evidence indicates that this structure survived into
the medieval period when it was undermined and
demolished. A recent review of ceramic finds
associated with the demolition suggests that the
tetrapylon was razed in the thirteenth century.
Whilst stone robbing for reconstruction of the
medieval castle at Caerleon may provide a partial
explanation for the destruction (see J. Knight CSGJ
33 210-213), political circumstances at the time
provide additional incentives. Association of the
Roman remains with resurgent Welsh lordship
appears to have created a political reason wanting
to remove the structure.³
The possible implication here is that Bigod,
perhaps following the lead of Edward I at Caernarfon in imbuing Caernarfon castle with symbolic
connotations, both Arthurian and Constantinian,
was imitating (or even pre-empting) Edward in
acquiring legitimacy for Roman (therefore Norman-Angevin) origins at Chepstow by building a
‘triumphal arch’ similar to Caerleon, whilst at the
³ Raymond Howell, 2000. See also Robert Rouse, ‘Reading Ruins: Arthurian Caerleon and the Untimely Architecture of History - Arthuriana 23.1 (2013). Note also Neil
Ludlow, this Journal, p. 212. Additionally, Roger Bigod
owned Framlingham castle, well known for its two tall
square late-12th-century gatetowers, the principal S gate
and the W tower; he may have been influenced by these.

Fig. 10. The Arch of Septimius Severus - a triumphal
arch in Leptis Magna, in present-day Libya. It was
commissioned by the Libyan-born Roman Emperor
(193-211) Septimius Severus. Built c. 200 CE.
In Britain a major ‘tetrapylon’ triumphal arch was
erected straddling Watling Street, the main road from
Richborough to London. Its position and size suggest
it may have been built to celebrate the final conquest
of Britain after Agricola’s victory at the Battle of Mons
Graupius. Almost 25 m (82 ft) high, it had a facade of
high-quality Italian granite. Standing between the port
and the province, passage through the arch signified
formal entry into Britannia.

same time removing any symbols that may have
been used as a rallying cry to the Welsh, who had
fiercely fought to keep a grip on Caerleon. A
tetrapylon was simply a more complex sub-type of
the Roman triumphal arch which would not architecturally fit the needs of a medieval gateway.
Nonetheless, the arch, with its height, flat front and
squared sides, in many ways is similar, at least in
its intent, symbolism and architectural ambition,
to the Queen’s Gate or King’s Gate at Caernarfon.
Chepstow’s Upper Barbican appeared to have
been such a powerful and imposing gatetower
that even G. T. Clark could not decide whether it
was a typical barbican or that ‘it is, in truth, an
additional ward’. (Clark, 1884, 63).
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Fig. 11. Chepstow castle from the west. Hendrik Frans de Cort, (1742–1810), active in Britain (from 1789, but
the painting is ca 1795). Oil on panel, 26 1/2 x 33 inches (67.3 x 83.8 cm). Yale Center for British Art, Paul
Mellon Collection. Copyright Status: Public Domain. Below left: Fig. 11. Detail, with moulded window circled.

Above: Fig. 12. Paul Sandby (1731-1809) (Chepstow
- detail), 1775. Aquatint. This is a plate from Paul
Sandby’s first set of ‘12 Views in ‘Aquatinta’ from
‘Drawings Taken on the Spot in South-Wales’, held in
the King's Topographical Collection (British Library).
The aquatints are after sketches Sandby produced on
a tour of South Wales undertaken in 1773. British
Library - Shelfmark: Maps K.Top.31.6.f. View of the
west barbican gate from the River Wye.
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Fig. 13. Internal view of two of the three arched
embrasures facing west on the upper floor of the
gatetower. Right: Fig. 14. South-facing cruciform
loop with rounded, flared ‘D-shaped’ oillets.

Pictorial Representation
The viewpoint for the castle and river Wye flowing
downstream was a favourite spot for the
topographical and Romantic artists in the 18th
and 19th centuries. Six views are included in this
paper, all taken from a similar location on the
south bank of the western spur of rock that
continues beyond the west barbican. There are
examples by Paul Sandby, 1775; Hendrik Frans da
Cort, 1795, and Richard Colt Hoare, 1801.⁴ All are
generally consistent with the actual appearance
of the gatetower, and perhaps the Frans da Cort
offers the best close up view, hinting at the lost
drawbridge chain holes above the inner lower
arch. But he also suggests a pointed-arch
moulded traceried window in the north wall of
the curtain beyond the gatetower (ringed - fig.
11); this does not appear to be correct, nor is the
way he has portrayed the ground as sloping away.
Each drawing (except Sandby) shows three oilletted arrow loops facing west from the upper platform and two (one below the other) facing north
and south. The loops have step-in shallow embra-

sures within the chambers, the kind of structures
that one would expect in the late 13th century
(figs. 13-14, 30, 32). The cruciform or cross-slit
loops are fully oilletted. The cross-arms are centrally placed and the oilletts appear more ‘Dshaped’ then ¾ round. Circular or part-circular
oillets are difficult to date. These are not the same
as the standard Caerphilly type with their exaggerated roundel oilletts, nor are they like any of the
Marshal loops (which lack rounded oilletts). The
closest match appears to be more like the almost
contemporary loops in Bigod’s ‘Gloriette’ (fig. 16)
and Marten’s Tower (See a brief general discussion
CSGJ 32 198-203).

If the loops in the gatetower at Chepstow are early
1270s as proposed by Perks, then it is a very early
manifestation of this type of design, which only
seems to appear in the 1280s (with a high crossslit) and a little later with a more uniform, symmetrical format. Coupled with the dateable corbeltabling elsewhere by Roger Bigod (great tower
⁴ A wide selection of Chepstow prints can be viewed
heightening), the loops, which appear original and
at: https: //commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
integral may put the dating of the gatetower into
Category:Chepstow_Castle_in_art.
Most are from the National Museum of Wales, Cardiff. the early-mid 1290s.
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Above: Fig. 15. West view of Chepstow castle, Sir Richard Colt Hoare. From ‘An Historical Tour in Monmouthshire’
(Vol. II) by William Coxe (1801, Cadell and W Davies), opp. p. 370. Somewhat inaccurate in the way it depicts a
lower rounded-headed arch and a separate upper pointed arch along the same plane.
Below: Fig. 16. John Carter (1748-1817). c. 1801. ‘View of the north side, first court, Chepstow’. Etching. © National
Library of Wales. Carter was a respected architect, artist and antiquarian, who specialised in medieval architecture
and was usually fastidious in recording exact detail (or suggesting what he felt should been the original).
He illustrates the token arrow loops along Bigod’s private accommodation and kitchen block in the Lower Bailey
before they suffered further weathering and depredation. They may have had a middle/central oillet, but there is no
horizontal cross-loop extension as seen in Carter’s drawing. These kind of loops with oillets on the verticals only were
in vogue in the mid 1280s, and are similar but not identical, to the loops seen in the Upper Barbican gatehouse - the
loops over the tower - which have clearly defined cruciform or cross-loops with oillets; for these, this might indicate
a slightly later date, c. mid 1290s, than the earlier hall-block and Marten’s Tower.
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BarbIcan
Upper Ward

Marshal Tower

SW

Fig. 17. Chepstow castle ground plan - J. C. Perks, Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire
Archaeological Society Vol. 67, 301-346. The barbican sits on the western edge of the rocky spur and was
created in the 1240s by the sons of William Marshal. Gatetower - Roger Bigod - was added in the late C13.

The Barbican

Wall-walks and parados

The history, development and architectural features within and surrounding the upper barbican
are well described by Rick Turner, 2006, chp. 11,
113-118, and it is not the intention here to repeat
all that has been said. The barbican shares some
similarities with the south dam barbican at Caerphilly (1270s-1317). The main features are (Fig.
17): a rock-cut cross-ditch to the east - once the
western limit of the castle - the upper ward (Fig.
19); a thick south curtain that incorporated a
pedestrian postern gate in the cross-ditch,
leading to the then state-of-the-art angle SW
tower (1230-40) - an open-backed tower with
three storeys of carefully well-sighted arrow
loops - four loops per floor (see CSGJ33 p. 263);
the curving arc of the curtain wall that then faces
west and has (or had) six ground floor loops; the
gatetower, already described; a short continuation of the curtain to the north cliff edge, terminating with a kind of latrine tower; all overlooking
a further north-south rock-cut cross-ditch. When
Roger Bigod took over (1270) he would have seen
that the defences were formidable and the
curtain wall high. He probably felt that the then
gate needed extra defensive measures and set
out to do that as described above.

The wall-walks both between the Marshal Tower
and the SW tower (Figs. 17, 18) and further along
from the SW tower (Fig. 19) to the gatetower (Fig.
21) are characterised not just by their height but
that both sections contain a high parados - that is,
parapet walling on the courtyard side of the wallwalk. This could serve as a defense for the garrison
within the barbican if any force had broken
through the gate. It is not an unusual feature and
many barbicans, especially the straight, narrow
passage type leading up to a gatehouse were
normally equipped in this way (see M. Hislop’s
note on the Dover barbican, this Journal p. 131).
A number of Edwardian castles incorporate the
parados around much of their full courtyard circuits - not just barbicans, and can be closely
inspected at, for example, Harlech. The section of
wall-walk from the Marshal Tower to the SW
tower is wide (with a 2.5m wall thickness) and no
corbelling was required. From the SW tower to the
gatetower (Figs. 21, 22) prominent ¼ round
corbels were necessary to support the parados, as
the curtain wall thickness is reduced (2m). This is
probably Bigod work. The heightened wall-walk
led up to the gatetower and at the same time the
inner face of the gatetower was built up by Bigod.
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Fig. 18. View from the west curtain of the barbican looking back toward the Upper Ward, Marshal tower
(centre), south curtain wall with parados (right) and SW tower (far right). The modern path in the ditch leads
to the postern gate. The parados on this stretch may be original late Marshal work. A door into the rectangular
Marshal residential tower (c.1210-20) is probably not primary but a later breakthrough (see below).
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Above: Fig. 19. The SW angle tower. Right: Fig. 20. The entrance to the upper chamber in the gatetower from
the wall-walk. Below. Fig. 21. The west wall-walk leading to the gatetower with steps up to the uppermost
chamber. The wall-walk corbelling is identical to the tower-top corbelling indicating a Bigod period construction.
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Fig. 22. The interior, bailey side of the Upper Barbican
Gatetower. Blocked segmental-headed arrow loops
either side of the gate passage, are divorced from their
original ground level. The series of putlog / beam holes
indicate the level where the Bigod heightening of the
wall-walk and tower started and where a wooden
gallery was corbelled out to allow through access to
the wall-walk on the north side of the gatetower.
The ground level is between 4-6ft below its original
level, seen clearly in fig 23. This also suggests that the
level of the gate passage is now much lower than it
used to be.

The string-course under the block corbelling is Marshal
work. There is a suggestion that the smaller single-light
lancet window below the ‘Marshal’ window may have
replaced a door into the first-floor portcullis chamber
via the timber gallery, but this needs further
examination.
The two-light window above, perhaps re-used from the
Marshal period, in the upper chamber, does suggest a
chamber that is more than a functional military defensive
post, and Bigod may have had in mind converting this
room into a summer belvedere-type chamber with a
crenellated roof-top viewing platform above.
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Fig. 24. Trace of the diagonal sloping chase toward
the housing for the axle socket - north side of gate

Fig. 23. Gatetower extension on the right

The Gate passage and Drawbridge
The gatetower is a rectangular tower 26ft (8m)
wide and 21ft (6.4m) deep, three storeys, 53 ft
(16.2 m) high, rising from a seamless flared batter
on the three external sides. Within the entrance
passage, straight joints clearly show the junction
between the Marshal modest gate phase and the
Bigod extension (Fig. 23). Bigod added the portcullis and the two wide slotted murder holes in the
new section nearest the ditch (Figs. 25-28). There
is another machicolation higher up. The documentary records exist for the 1298-9 work on the
drawbridge and bridge abutments/piers (National
Archives ref. S C 6/922/6 & 7). As late as 1679 this
part of the castle was known as the ‘Drawbridge’
Tower (Badminton Muniments FmE:2/5/12).
The Bigod drawbridge model may well have been
similar to those found at Caerphilly. It has been
mentioned that the present level of the gate
passage is considerably lower now than the original (caption text fig. 22), perhaps by up to six feet,
and that is one of the reasons why the portcullis
stops appear so high in the chases of the respective side-walls (Fig. 26). Fig. 29 indicates the height
of the Bigod drawbridge seating, and that could
allow for the use of a turning bridge that was
counterweighted, with the shorter counterweight
end, which extended beyond the turning axle, to
drop into a pit at the beginning of the gate passage
(which is no longer present). A counterpoise or
counterweighted turning bridge, with its
axle/pivot closer to the bridge’s midpoint does not

necessarily need lifting chains and is speedier to
operate (see Malcolm Hislop’s 2016 178-181 comments about the Caerphilly gates and turning
bridges in general). A counterweight bridge was
installed c. 1294 at Roger Bigod’s castle at Bungay,
Norfolk, similar to the Lion Tower barbican at the
Tower of London.⁵
At Caerphilly the engineers appeared to have
installed a hybrid type combining both windlass
lifting and turning technology - belts and braces so
to speak. It may have been the same case at
Chepstow. Another aspect to the drawbridge is
the method of installation and maintenance. It is
first mentioned by Clark (1881, 63) and relates
how the drawbridge with its axle can be inserted
into the sockets embedded in the side walls. Clark
calls it a ‘crooked groove in the wall for the heel of
the drawbridge’.. which is ‘6ft above the present
floor, and resembles similar grooves at Caerphilly’.⁶ Turner, 2006, 117 similarly comments on
this feature: ‘In the northern jamb (Fig. 24) there
is an angled line in the masonry which resembles
the angled sockets seen in the gatehouses at
Caerphilly castle, though at Caerphilly the slot
angles down rather than up. These seem to have
received the metal pivots of the bridge’. Hislop
makes the same point (2020, 182) ‘the axle was
fitted into cranked grooves like those at Caerphilly
but angled upwards rather than downwards.
⁵ Hislop 2016, 179, Braun 1935 (1991), 51-55, fig. XIX.
⁶ RCAHM(W), 2000, Vol. III, p. 97
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Fig. 25. Gate passage from the bailey.

Fig. 26. Square portcullis groove with high stop.

Fig. 27. Vaulting. The Marshal archway at the top.

Fig. 28. Three slots. First, from the left (east) are the
two meutrières, and on the right the portcullis chase.
Left: Fig. 29. The gatetower from the outer ditch, with
the white dotted line showing the suggested original
height of the gate passage and the slots for the axle
bearings. There may have been sufficient room and
depth for a pit to allow the counterpoise tail of the
drawbridge to swing into position.
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In any case, Its residential importance may, of
course, have ceased by the time of Bigod’s tenure.
These prefatory remarks relate to how the Barbican may have been speculatively used in the late
13th and early 14th centuries, when military
threats had declined considerably, especially at
Chepstow, distant from the heat of English/Welsh
tensions. Whilst the barbican offered genuine and
aggressive defense during the thirteenth century,
as designed and built by the Marshals, there are
also various features that Bigod may have been
planning to adapt to more peaceful and leisurely
pursuits into the fourteenth century.
First, the prime residential chamber in the Marshal
Tower had an extraordinary number of windows
and window seats overlooking the garden ‘Dell’ to
the south and the ditch to the west. The postern
at the foot of the ditch, allowed safe and easy
access into the south-facing ‘Dell’ garden, which
was within the safe confines and limits of the town
‘For roofing and repairing the chamber next to the Port Wall.
‘Gloriette’…..For masons making a tablement [corbel Second, the south and west wall-walks around the
table?] above the Gloriette’ and repairing the prison barbican were supported by a high parados. Whilst
door, for lime bought with the wages of the same masons
this is also a typical barbican defensive feature, it
making a wall behind the Countess’s chamber and for
the repair of the steps to the Gloriette and other repairs does allow discreet, modest and safe perambulation around the wall-walk to the west gatetower,
to the castle’. (National Archives ref: S 6/921/21).
Marshal’s Tower may be the original ‘Gloriette’ allowing elite family and friends to ‘take the air’
mentioned, and given its (then) remoteness and up to the top of the tower which may have been
its high quality of mouldings/ decoration, it would earmarked to become a leisure prospect tower
only have been for the use of the countess and looking over the town to the south, the hunting
earl, as a retreat from the audience chamber in the estates to the west and the river to the north.
great tower. However there were no obvious signs Third, the two chambers above the gate passage
of an ensuite latrine on the first floor - which are each equipped with (admittedly rather basic)
otherwise might have suggested that the chamber latrines in their northeast corner (Fig. 32). If built
block was used as a bedroom. See Clark/Turner.⁸ in the early 1270s (Perks), these would have been
the only chambers in the whole castle where the
⁷ For the history of the ‘Gloriette’ see: Ashbee, 2004 ; latrines are not focused solely in being located for
Ashbee: July 2011; and Reeve & Thurlby, June, 2005. discharging over the cliff edge on the north side ⁸ Note G. T. Clark’s comments: ‘The south end of the hall
an inconvenience when accommodation seemed
projects 4ft beyond the line of the main curtain, with the
to be centred on the south. In fact it was not until
ramparts of which communicated each way, and an
arch, probably a sewer, now blocked up, from the the Domestic Range was built by Roger Bigod (see
kitchen and garderobes, opened into the main ditch’, Turner 2006, 39-45) that latrine blocks or towers
1881-2, 62. Turner, 2006, also mentions this drain outlet were included from about 1284. This new palatial
on pp. 73-74 which he saw purely as a drain from the domestic block is then referred to as the ‘Gloriette’
ground-floor room, and was happy that this room may (either wholly or referring just to a part - perhaps
have functioned as a kitchen (76, plan, 79).
the earl’s chamber on an upper floor to the NE of
The Barbican function in the 14th century
The Marshal Tower, then at the western extremity
of the castle’s boundary, contained accommodation of the highest quality. This may have been the
‘camera comitisse’ - a private chamber for the
countess (Isabella) - mentioned in a 13th century
document (below). It may have been built by 1210,
before William Marshal I died in 1219. The camera
comitisse concept is referred to by Knight, 1986,
37. Whilst Turner does not use this term, he does
describe the Marshal tower in generous qualitative
terms, as a high-status chamber with parallels
made to the ‘domus regis’ of King John at Corfe.
This complex group of buildings was later known
(by 1260) as the ‘Gloriette’, a more private leisure
feature later developed by Edward I and Eleanor.⁷
The term also appears in the Chepstow building
accounts under Roger Bigod, the first of which
is dated to 1271-72, and describes work on a
building by that name already in existence:
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Fig. 30. The north side of the upper chamber of the gatetower of the west barbican. A single niche embrasure
in the centre for the arrow loop and the latrine in the NE corner. The bailey window is on the far right. This
is the two-light window that appears to have been re-used from the Marshal era (see fig. 22).

the great hall. When Marten’s Tower followed
(1288-93) (Turner 2006 47-8) on the south side this
also included latrines on the upper floors. The
point here is that for those enjoying the barbican
and gate for recreational activity, latrines were at
least close at hand and all the combined features
seem to argue for a mid-late 1290s build date for
the tower.
Fourth, the castle gardens were just outside the
gatetower, ideal to be appreciated from the top of
the ‘Prospect’ barbican gatetower. Coxe Vol II, 369,
refers to the Third Court as having a garden in the
SW corner (behind the Marshal Tower and shown
quartered in some early prints, e.g. Buck), and also
mentions that beyond the fourth court (the Upper
Barbican) ‘leads into a field still called the Castle
Ditch which is enclosed by the wall of the town’.
This is probably referring to the ‘Dell’ to the south.
‘Beyond that, is another meadow, denominated
the ‘Castle Garden’ (Coxe), probably to the west of
the Barbican gatetower. The latter area is no
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Fig. 31. The Marshal Tower. Access through the west
wall to the upper barbican south curtain wall-walk.
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Fig. 32. Gatetower, The first-floor vaulted chamber
over the gate passage showing the meutrières, and,
nearest the partly destroyed inner arch, the portcullis
slot (with square grooves). There is, in addition, a
short outer machicolation slot behind the high arch
to the right of the dotted line. Access is difficult.

Fig. 33. Exterior of the Gatetower from the ditch
showing the soffit of the high arch with its
machicolation - which could only have been worked
from the roof top. There are no fireplaces in either of
the chambers and the lower chamber (fig. 34) could
only be accessed by a ladder from the upper floor.

longer part of the castle’s estate and appears to
part of the playing fields of a local school.
The one qualifying factor in this scenario of developing the more peaceful domestic use of the
barbican is that there may not have been any direct
access to the south curtain wall-walk from the
Marshal tower, thus precluding a fully private
perambulation starting at the Marshal tower. The
present direct access appears to be a breakthrough
through the west wall in the northwest corner of
the Marshal tower, made in the 17th century
during the Civil War (Fig. 31). Without a lobby it
seems unlikely, by design, to have ever been a door
here in the medieval period. So a full circuit perambulation was not possible in the Marshals’ time and
indeed, may never have been required in the 13th
century. The access to the wall-walk today is via the
tightly-vaulted spiral stair in the open-backed,
uncompromisingly military southwest tower.

The Household and the Hunt
As one of the greatest magnates in the country,
‘Roger was regularly accompanied by a household
that could swell to 70 men or more; it often
included high-ranking individuals - for instance
Hugh Despenser, Thomas de Berkeley and John de
Seagrave, who would have expected accommodation built to the highest standard’, (Marc Morris,
2006, 133). Bigod was a serial builder - hardly a year
went by without a major new building program
being initiated, and Chepstow appears to have
been a favourite location. The local hunting
grounds offered his household the pleasure to
indulge in the most favoured pastime of kings,
great lords and their households. Chepstow’s rich
hunting estates are well documented (Barton Home Farm), Tidenham Park, Tidenham, Chase,
Chepstow or ‘New’ Park, Old Lodge, etc. Therefore
ample accommodation and hospitality was essen-
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Fig. 34. G. Robinson (artist), James Fidler (engraver), 1803. Copper-plate print. The Lower Ward at the east end of
the castle. To the right of Marten’s Tower entrance is the well in the form of an upright hand pump adjacent to a
building with steps up to a first floor and with a chimney; this might be the engine house for a steam-driven pump.
Behind that is a long stable block, perhaps with groom accommodation above. Whilst these buildings are
post-medieval, they could indicate the original siting of the Bigod stables. The buildings have gone but the site of
the well is marked on the current plans. The plate is dedicated by the publisher to the Duke of Beaufort. There is a
similar view of the pump and adjacent building, with hipped roof, in Coxe, 1801, by Richard Colt Hoare, opp. p. 378,
and in Turner & Johnson, 2006, Plate 11, a watercolour painting by J. West (Chepstow Museum)..

Of considerable interest is the form of the extended, vaulted, main gate-passage and what was probably a
three-light window above the round-arched passage entrance (but only two lights are shown). This is now
gone. See the Frame & Ellis plan, 1865, Clark, 1881-2, where the extent and length of the passage is marked.

tial. All these hunting grounds, including Cas
Troggy, an unfinished hunting lodge in Wentwood
Forest, 4 miles west of Chepstow, started by Bigod
in 1304-5, are well-documented and Turner with
Stephen Priestly devote a comprehensive chapter
to the phenomenon (Turner 2006, XVIII, 185-198).
The Stabling and the Well
All the parks are west and north of the castle and
the logical route would have been from the west
barbican as their starting point and the
gatetower may have instrumental, used to
sounding the hunting horn. Kennelling the pack
and stabling the horses must also have been a
major logistical issue and one does wonder
where the Chepstow castle stabling was located.
It remains unclear. The barbican appears too
small to handle the necessary equine population

along with their grooms. Would it have been in
the lower ground to the east, outside the main
gatehouse entrance with access to a pool? Or
perhaps in the lower bailey along the south
curtain (Fig. 34)? The higher ground near the
barbican would have required drawing fresh
water up from the sub-tidal cistern, but the well
in the lower bailey is cut through the carboniferous limestone. The well, obviously later replaced
by a hand/engine pump appears to be close to
the entrance to Marten’s Tower (Fig. 34). It
should be noted that the lower bailey was not
created until the end of the 12th century.
Conclusion
The fifth earl of Norfolk, Roger Bigod’s, (1245-1306)
ambitions and aspirations eventually came to
nought. In 1302, because of his massive debts due
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Fig. 35. The exterior of the west gatetower from the ditch, August, 2021.

mainly to his over-ambitious building projects. The
elderly and childless Bigod had to surrender his
earldom to the king and received it back entailed
‘to the heirs of his body’. This had the effect of
disinheriting his brother John. When Roger died
without issue in 1306, his title became extinct, and
his estates escheated to the crown (Edward II) and
were eventually bestowed on Thomas Brotherton,
First earl of Norfolk (1300-1338). The fate of Chepstow castle’s decline was sealed, and Bigod’s build-

ing projects continued to moulder, despite a brief
renaissance in the Tudor period. The west barbican
gatetower, probably of the 1290s, remains a fascinating building, unfortunately not currently accessible on its upper floors, but at least viewable.
Elsewhere the stonework is sound under Cadw’s
careful curatorship, but sadly, the barbican
gatetower sits in a leafy, but neglected, overgrown
and rarely visited corner. It is all unfinished business.
Neil Guy
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